Spr in g 2017

A Not e f r om M ES
For the first time since the
program began in 1985, the
MES hooding ceremony took
place off campus and separate
from the main all-campus
commencement. We took this
step as a precaution following
specific threats to the college.
The hooding ceremony, held
at the historic Heritage Room
in downtown Olympia, was a
fitting conclusion? festive and
serious? to a momentous
year at Evergreen and in the
world. Following are excerpts
from our four commencement
speakers. All photos by Keegan
Curry.

Har d List en in g
By Kevin Francis, MES Director
In our last Thesis Workshop,
about a month ago, we
compiled a long list of job
interview questions. Given
what?s happened at Evergreen
between then and now, you
may be asked a new question,
something along the lines
of? w h at ?s goin g on at
Ever gr een ?
If you are asked this question,
it means that the person is
interested in your perspective
on recent events? how you
perceive

Kevin Francis addresses graduates and guests at the Heritage Room.

issues around equity and race,
conflict and disagreement,
academic freedom and
responsibility. Such issues are
complicated and nuanced.
People won?t expect you to
have the ?right? answer. But
they will expect you to have a
thoughtful answer.
When I was preparing for my
first academic job interview,
my advisor gave me one piece
of advice: listen hard. To me
hard listening requires looking
for the historical context and
underlying emotions behind
student demonstrations. For
many students of color,
especially since the election,
Evergreen and the broader
society does not feel inclusive,
responsive, or safe. Such
feelings are especially acute at
Evergreen given our

aspirations for equity.
Evergreen sets a high bar for
itself and, as reflected in the
day-to-day experiences of
students of color, we are
falling short.
I?ve learned that students and
administrators view the pace
of institutional change
through different lenses.
Administrators tend to view
institutional progress in terms
of multiple years? we hire
person-X this year to help
develop program-Y next year
that gets fully implemented
the following year. We think
we?re moving fast!
Students tend to view
institutional progress in terms
of quarters or single
years? what changes would
improve my experience in this
quarter or in this year?
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By itself, this realization has
made me accelerate the rate of
certain changes in our program.
As you enter and advance in the
professional world? and
become administrators
yourselves? I encourage you to
h old on t o t h e st u den t ?s sen se
of u r gen cy.

Appr eciat in g t h e
Pr ocess
By Kathleen Saul, MES faculty

You will have your own answer
when people ask you about
Evergreen. I?m sure it will be a
thoughtful answer because I?ve
seen you dig deep to uncover
deeper realities beneath easy
listening.

Kevin Francis is the Director of the
MES Program. He has a BA from Reed
College and a PhD from University of
Minnesota. His expertise is the
history of science and technology.

I want to share with you some
philosophical ideas. Not the
ideas of Plato, Socrates or even
Rachel Carson. No, I have in
mind some concepts of Taoism
as explained to my friend
Winnie the Pooh by Oregon
author Benjamin Hoff in his
book The Tao of Pooh. To wit:

Graduates Melanie Graeff, Emily Moore, Mary Silva, Carrie Frazier, Terry Carroll and
Nicolas Kohnen celebrate at Capitol Lake.

. . . presents once opened are Not
So Much Fun as they were while
we were in the process of
examining, lifting, shaking,
thinking about, and opening them
. . . later we try again and find
that the same thing has
happened. Each time the goal is
reached, it becomes Not So Much
Fun, and we're off to reach the
next one, then the next one, then
the next.
Hoff continues:
That doesn't mean that the goals
we have don't count. They do,
mostly because they cause us to
go through the process and it's
the process that makes us wise,
happy, or whatever... it's really
the process that's important.
It ?s r eally t h e pr ocess t h at ?s
im por t an t .
While receiving your hood today
is a crowning achievement,
think back on the months and
days that brought you here.
Think about your trip to the
Olympic Peninsula? getting
squished into white Evergreen
vans with a bunch of people
you hardly knew for hours on
end. People you would later
call friends. Exploring the dam
removal site at the Elwha River,
stomping around the constantly
changing sandbar at the mouth
of the river. Don?t forget the
sight of the Evergreen campus,
a bunch of concrete buildings,
certified to be environmentally
sustainable, but none too
pleasing to the eye. Inside that
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maze of concrete you spent
hours and hours learning
about carbon cycling, wind
turbines in Africa, old growth
forests and spotted owls,
writing persuasive and
well-researched papers,
making computer maps using
polygons, and using JMP, Excel,
and R to analyze columns of
data. Along the way you grew
as scholars. Winnie the Pooh is
not very fond of scholars:
Now one rather annoying thing
about scholars is that they are
always using Big Words that
some of us can't understand ...
and one sometimes gets the
impression that those
intimidating words are there to
keep us from understanding.
However, in MES you learned
how to express yourselves and
how to best present your ideas
to people not familiar with your
topic areas or your methods.
More importantly, you grew as
individuals. You have learned
to believe in yourselves.

the MES hooding ceremony,
applauding your
accomplishments surrounded
by a community of family and
friends, faculty and staff. They
too have been part of the
process that has led you to this
exciting day.

By Zeinab Sow, MES Student

I have listened to a lot of
graduation speeches and I
really can?t recall much. If
nothing else remember this:
Presents, once opened, are Not
So Much Fun? it?s really the
process that?s important.
Kathleen M. Saul received her
BA in French and BS in Chemical
Engineering before turning her
attention to environmental issues
and eventually joining the MES
program at Evergreen. Kathleen
then moved to the Center for
Energy and Environmental Policy
at the University of Delaware to
complete her PhD in 2017.

All of those things are part of
the process that led you here
today. They comprise the box
shaking, wrapping paper
examining precursors to this
wonderful celebration.
We sit in an historic building,
Olympia?s American Legion
Hall, which opened in 1921.
This place has been a center of
the Olympia community for
almost a century. It seems
fitting that we gather here for

Rem ovin g Ou r Blin df olds

I am from Senegal, West Africa,
a small country, about the size
of Washington with a
population of 14 million.
When I was 16, I was driving
one day by one the poorest
neighborhoods of Dakar,
situated right next to the
Mbeubeuss landfill, which has
been called by some
environmentalists a ?ticking
time bomb."
Before my own eyes was a
scene worthy of a horror
movie: an open dump with
towers of electronic appliances,
furniture and organic house
waste. Even with the windows
rolled up, I could breathe the
pestilential smell from the
carcasses of goat and sheep in
advanced stages of
putrefaction.

Graduate Emily Passarelli celebrating
with friends.
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We must truly reflect on the
differences between hearing
and listening. Hate easily
trumps values like respect,
inclusion and tolerance. Let u s
n ot allow t h at .

Fawn Harris talking with family and friends before the ceremony begins.

Wild dogs were chasing each
other as children ages 5 to 8
played hide and seek barefoot, completely oblivious to
the dangers they were facing.
M y en vir on m en t al spar k w as
ign it ed t h at day. Af t er w h at I
h ad seen , it w as n o lon ger
accept able or con ven ien t f or
m e t o leave m y blin df olds on.
No human being should have
to live in such precarious and
heartbreaking conditions. The
deafening silence from local
environmental groups coupled
with the lethargy of the
Senegalese government fueled
my passion on this issue.
I moved to the US in 2009 to
pursue my education in
environmental studies. I chose
Evergreen for its uniqueness
and beautiful approach to
encourage students to be at
the steering wheel of their
education by designing a
curriculum that fits and best

serves their needs. In my
experience this has meant
recognizing our diversity and
differences, acknowledging our
individual and collective
struggles and understanding
(or at least trying to
understand) the complex
mechanisms and dynamics
between some communities'
power and privilege.

Zeinab Sow was the 2017 MES
Commencement Student Speaker.
She works for Republic Services,
the second largest recycling &
garbage service provider in the
United States, as their Municipal
Market Coordinator. Her goal is
to return to Senegal and apply
what she has learned by
reforming the country?s current
waste management policies.

Respon din g t o Adapt ive
Ch allen ges
By Jean MacGregor, MES Faculty

Whether we admit it or not, we
all have this side of us that
judges, scrutinizes and dissects
everything that merely
resembles what we are not
used to. That is the biggest
mistake we can make.
Dissonance feeds on fear and
miscommunication .
So, how can we as individuals
and as a community learn to
engage with one another?
We cannot possibly write a
narrative of equity and
inclusion, without placing
empathy at the core.

I?m retiring this year from
Evergreen, so I feel as though,
in a way, I?m graduating too.
I?ve been working at Evergreen
since 1983. In my first year at
Evergreen, faculty members
Oscar Soule and John Perkins
were proposing the MES
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back on what?s been
accomplished but also an
opportunity to look ahead and
consider what is yet to be done.
Wh at I?d lik e t o speak t o is
h ow h igh er edu cat ion n eeds
t o st r et ch t o f u lly m eet t h e
adapt ive ch allen ges of t h is
cen t u r y, an d h ow WE, t oo,
n eed t o st r et ch as w ell.
Stephen D'Annibale, Paula Cracknell,
Rebecca Korenowsky and Scott Dubble
after receiving their hoods.

program. They were showing
me their plans, since I had just
come from a liberal arts college
back east where we had also
been developing a new
interdisciplinary environmental
studies program, for
undergrads.
So I got to be present at the
birth of MES, as it were. Even
back then I was so impressed
by Oscar and John?s thinking. So
many Masters?programs are
incredibly narrow and rigid ?
but this one, from the very
beginning, was broad and
interdisciplinary and flexible
and rooted in collaborative
learning. In the years since, I
have found it immensely
satisfying to see the MES
program evolve, and to see
what important work MES grads
are doing? literally all over the
world. This year, I?m in the
process of wrapping up my
work both in the Washington
Center and in the MES program
and handing it off to others? so
this is a special time of looking

So, what is meant by adaptive
challenges?
Up until recently, our steady
march of the STEM disciplines
has focused on technical
problem-solving. But, now, in
the 21st century we live in a
time of something different:
adaptive challenges.
The distinction between the
technical problems and
adaptive challenges was put
forward about a decade ago by
Ronald Heifetz in his book
Leadership without Easy Answers.
Heifetz defines technical
problems, as problems that are
solvable with known
information and expertise. The
solution, or the goal, is often
tangible? like ?putting a man on
the moon? or combining the

Faculty member Ted Whitesell hooding
student Nicolas Kohnen.

power of a computer and a
camera and a telephone into
one.
JFK knew it could be done to put
a man on the moon; he said so.
And Steve Jobs knew that
creating an i-Phone was entirely
possible. These technical
problems might be highly
complex but addressing them
was a matter of marshalling
enough resources and
expertise.
In contrast, adapt ive
ch allen ges are problems
whose solutions are elusive
because the problems
themselves are so large, so
highly complex, and so
continuously evolving. I am
sure any of you could name a
dozen adaptive challenges in
just a few minutes. Some that
come to mind for me are: the
world-wide spread of disease;
the rise of militant movements
in all their forms; and climate
change and climate justice.
Working on adaptive challenges
absolutely requires technical
expertise. But it also requires
people to shift their
consciousness or enter new
ways of thinking and being in
the world, and that requires
st r et ch in g, going beyond our
comfort zones, taking a hard
look in the mirror, and changing
how we go about living in the
world. I?m talking about how
higher education needs to
stretch to meet the adaptive
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challenges facing us, and I?m
also talking about my hopes
and dreams for what will
continue to be alive for YOU as
you move into the next
chapters of your professional
and personal lives.
Jean MacGregor has been a part
of the Evergreen community for
33 years. Her day job has been
working in one of Evergreen?s
public service centers: the
Washington Center for Improving
the Quality of Undergraduate
Education. For the last 12 years
Jean has been leading Curriculum
for the Bioregion, a project
specifically focused on
sustainability education, helping
faculty members in different
disciplines and areas of study
build sustainability concepts and
content into their classes. She?s
also been a faculty member of
the MES program since 1995,
teaching Environmental
Education and supporting
student research. Above are the
first few minutes of her Keynote
Address at the 2017 MES Hooding
Ceremony.
Jean's contributions to MES and
to Evergreen will be missed, but
we wish her the best on her great
adventures in retirement!

Special t h an k s t o: Aver i Azar ,
Allison Bor ges, Jessica Br ow n ,
Leslie Car m an , Keegan Cu r r y,
Nicole Geor ge an d all ou r
speak er s f or m ak in g t h e
Hoodin g Cer em on y h appen !

Con gr at u lat ion s M ES Class of 2017!
Desiree Andersen
Peik Andersen
Paige Anderson
Stephanie Blair
Joseph Burgess
Dakota Burt
Terence Carroll
Liliana E. Caughman
Joshua Christy
Graham Clumpner
Paula Cracknell
Stephen D'Annibale
Allie Augusta Denzler
Brandt Detering
Scott Allen Dubble
Gregory David Eide
Carrie Elizabeth Frazier
Emma Giboney
Sadie Gilliom
Melanie Graeff
Bennett Harbaugh
Fawn Trey Harris

Stephanie Heiges
Sairah Kimmel
Nicholas Kohnen
Rebekah Korenowsky
Kennedy Krossen
Dylan Kubina
Monika Lapinski
Katherine Lovelett
Hilary J. McGowan
Trace McKellips
Emily Evangeline Moore
Emily Passarelli
Grey Pickett
Mary Silva
Zeinab Sadiya Sow
P. Frank Stevick
Quasar Surprise
Lauren Taylor
Tushaun Vang
Jennifer Welch
Desiree Whittenberg
Kristin Wilmes
Yonit Yogev
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